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Recognized by Brandweek as "the dean of the brand-equity movement," David Aaker now

prepares managers for the next level of the brand revolution—brand leadership.For the first

time, Aaker and coauthor Erich Joachimsthaler describe how the emerging paradigm of

strategic brand leadership is replacing the classic, tactically oriented brand management

system pioneered by Procter & Gamble. This fundamental shift involves nothing less than a

revolution in organizational structure, systems, and culture—as the authors demonstrate with

hundreds of case studies from companies such as Polo Ralph Lauren, Virgin Airlines, Adidas,

GE, Marriott, IBM, McDonald's, Maggi, and Swatch. This immensely readable book provides

the brand management team with the capability to:--Create and elaborate brand identities

(what should the brand stand for)--Use the brand relationship spectrum, a powerful tool to

harness subbrands and endorsed brands to form brand architectures that create clarity,

synergy and leveraged assets--Identify the customer "sweet spot" and the driving idea that will

move brand-building efforts beyond advertising to break out of the clutter--Use the Internet and

sponsorship to make brands resources work more effectively--Address the four imperatives of

global brand managementLike David Aaker's two previous bestselling books, Brand

Leadership will be essential reading for line executives and brand managers in market-driven

firms worldwide.
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AuthorsPREFACEWhen brand equity became the hot topic of the late 1980s, it may have

seemed like another management fad that would last only a few years. Instead, however, one

industry after another has discovered that brand awareness, perceived quality, customer

loyalty, and strong brand associations and personality are necessary to compete in the

marketplace. Some organizations, such as hospitals, oil field suppliers, and software firms, are

discovering brands for the first time. Others, such as banks, packaged-goods marketers, and

automobile manufacturers, are realizing that they need to revitalize their brands and their brand

management system to keep pace with the ever-changing competitive scene.Powerful forces

are fueling this continuing interest in brands. Overcapacity, vicious price competition, the

proliferation of similar products, and powerful retailers are only some of the factors that make

brand building imperative; in fact, the alternative is not only unpleasant but unhealthy for most

managers’ careers. This book shows how brand leadership can be achieved in the face of

these forces.This is the third book in a trilogy about creating and managing brands. The first

book, Managing Brand Equity, reviewed the evidence that brands do create value, discussed

exactly how that value is created, and defined and structured the concept of brand equity. It

also covered the role of names and symbols and explained the good, the bad, and the ugly

aspects of brand extensions.The second book, Building Strong Brands, helped managers

develop brand strategy in three ways. First, it introduced the construct of brand identity or

vision to guide the brand-building process. Second, it analyzed how to make multiple brands

work together as part of a system that creates synergy, clarity, and leverage across brands.

Third, it discussed how brand equity should be measured, especially across products and

countries.This third book develops four themes that raise brand management to the level of

leadership. First, it extends the concept of brand identity to include a brand essence statement,

the use of multiple identities to appeal to different markets, and the elaboration of effective

brand identities. Elaborating a brand identity can help communicate the identity clearly to those

involved in its implementation, which often includes a company’s partners as well as its

employees.Second, it addresses the problem of brand architecture—how brands should relate

to each other, how far they should be stretched, and what roles they should play within the total

brand system. The brand architecture concept is defined, as are its principal accompanying

components and tools. This book pays particular attention to the brand relationship spectrum,

detailing how subbrands and endorsed brands can become powerful tools that increase the

leverage of strong brands.Third, it explores how to move beyond advertising to build brands



effectively and efficiently. Brilliant execution that breaks out of the clutter is one key. The ability

to access and manage alternative media is another, A host of best-practice examples illustrate

these points, including lessons from Adidas and Nike. Two vehicles that have been under-

analyzed, sponsorships and the Internet, are considered in detail. The consumer sweet spot,

the driving idea, the consumer relationship model, and the business relationship model are all

introduced as tools to help brand managers create home-run brand-building programs.Fourth,

it considers the organizational challenge of managing brands in a global context. Multiple

businesses and products carrying the brand name and the need to compete in diverse markets

(often involving a host of countries) make brand management more complex, and more critical

as well. The challenge lies in creating an organization and process to build strong brands while

also realizing the economies and leverage that are available.This book is based in part on a

large field study of brand strategies. We conducted more than three hundred case studies in

Europe, the United States, and elsewhere, with an emphasis on contexts where brands must

deal with cross-country realities. The focus of each case study was to identify and evaluate the

brand strategy and its implementation. Many of these studies are rich with insight and have

warranted a detailed description, while the rest are drawn on to illustrate specific concepts and

methods. The book has also benefited from numerous consulting engagements in which we

have had a chance to test models and ideas.There are many who contributed to this book. At

the risk of overlooking some, we start by noting respected colleagues who have shared

insights about brands through the years, not only adding to our own store of knowledge but

also making this adventure in branding more interesting: Jennifer Aaker of Stanford University,

Roberto Alvarez of ESADE and the Haas School of Business, Arnene Linquito of AT&T, Rob

Holloway and Larry Ruff of Levi Strauss, Nancy Carlson of Mobil, Andy Smith of bigwords.com,

Anthony Simon and Johnny Lucas of Best Foods, Kambiz Safinya and Paul Campbell of

Schlumberger, Sandeep Sander of Sander & Company, Gert Burmann of Volkswagen, Michael

Hogan of Frito-Lay, Jerry Lee and Katy Choi of Brand & Company, Susan White and Charles

Castano of Compaq, Peter Sealey (now associated with CKS/USWeh and the Haas School of

Business), Duane Knapp of Brand Strategies, Peter Georgescu and Stuart Agres of Young and

Rubicam, Alexander Biel of Alexander Biel Associates, and Russ Winer, Rashi Glazer, Paul

Farris, Mark Parry, Robert Spekman, Joe Pons, Paddy Miller, Stein Jacobsen, Michael

Rukstad, Guillermo d’Andrea, and other colleagues at the Haas School, the Darden School,

Harvard, IAE, and IESE. We would also like to thank Scott Galloway, Connie Hallquist, Sterling

Lanier, and others at Prophet Brand Strategy, as well as James McNamara, Hubert Weber, and

Steve Salee of The Brand Leadership Company, all of whom contributed ideas and support to

the project. Dana Pillsbury of The Brand Leadership Company was of special help throughout,

and Monica Marchlewski was exceptional at getting the exhibits sorted out.Special thanks go

to Scott Talgo and Lisa Craig of the St. James Group and to Kevin O’Donnell and Jason

Stavers of Prophet Brand Strategy, who made significant contributions to the Web and the

brand architecture chapters and who are stimulating and insightful students of brands. We also

thank John Quelch, Dean of the London School of Business, who generously allowed us to use

material from his excellent case on MasterCard’s World Cup sponsorship. Special thanks are

also due Kevin Keller of Dartmouth and Bob Jacobson of the University of Washington, who

helped the first-named author to tackle some fascinating brand questions in a scientific manner

and made the process a joy.We had help on the manuscript from some outstanding students,

Terra Terwilliger, James Cook, Joao Adao, Penny Grassland, Marc Sachon (now at Stanford

School of Engineering), Madhur Metha (now at Chase), Brian Hare (now at Translink), Eva

Krauss (now at Ogilvy & Mather), Edward Hickman (now at Technical Solutions Group), Nancy



Spector, and especially Julie Templeton (now at Clorox) and Michael Dennis (now with MBA

Enterprise Corps), who won the award for improving the manuscript the most. A host of Haas

students helped clean and refine the manuscript in the final stages of production, and we are in

their debt. We also benefited from the work of a superb copy editor, Chris Kelly, and from the

editing and general assistance of Carol Chapman, who was once again an indispensable help

and a joy to work with. At The Free Press, Celia Knight kept things moving along, Anne-Marie

Sheedy cheerfully helped in many ways, and we have been blessed with a world-class editor

and friend, Bob Wallace, who offered encouragement, guidance, and editorial insight. This is

the third branding book that he has brought to life. Finally, we want to thank our families, who

provided support for yet another writing project.PART IINTRODUCTION1Brand Leadership—

The New ImperativeIt’s a new brand world.—Tom PetersA brand strategy must follow the

business strategy.—Dennis Carter, IntelBRAND MANAGEMENT—THE CLASSIC MODELIn

May 1931, Neil McElroy, who later rose to be a successful CEO of Procter & Gamble (P&G)

and still later became the U.S. secretary of defense, was a junior marketing manager

responsible for the advertising for Camay soap. Ivory (“99.44% pure” since 1879) was then the

king at P&G, while the company’s other brands were treated in an ad hoc manner. McElroy

observed that the Camay marketing effort was diffuse and uncoordinated (see the 1930

Camay ad in Figure 1-1), with no budget commitment or management focus. As a result,

Camay drifted and languished. Frustrated, McElroy wrote a now-classic memo proposing a

brand-focused management system.The McElroy memo (excerpted in Figure 1-2) detailed the

solution—a brand management team that would be responsible for creating a brand’s

marketing program and coordinating it with sales andFIGURE 1-1Camay ad, June

1930manufacturing. This memo, which built on the ideas and activities of several people inside

and outside P&G, has had a profound effect on how firms around the world manage their

brands.The system McElroy proposed was geared to solve “sales problems” by analyzing sales

and profits for each market area in order toFIGURE 1-2EXCERPT FROM THE 1931 NEIL

McELROY P&G “BRAND MANAGEMENT” MEMOThis May 1931 memo, written in part to

defend the hiring of two new people, describes a brand management team consisting of a

“brand man,” an “assistant brand man,” and several “field check-up” employees, The following

excerpt describes the duties and responsibilities of the “brand man” (with occasional

clarifications added in brackets).BRAND MAN(1) Study carefully shipments of his brands by

units.(2) Where brand development is heavy and where it is progressing, examine carefully the

combination of effort that seems to be clicking and try to apply this same treatment to other

territories that are comparable.(3) Where brand development is light(a) Study the past

advertising and promotional history of the brand; study the territory personally at first hand—

both dealers and consumers—in order to find out the trouble.(b) After uncovering our

weakness, develop a plan that can be applied to this local sore spot. It is necessary, of course,

not simply to work out the plan but also to be sure that the amount of money proposed can be

expected to produce results at a reasonable cost per case.(c) Outline this plan in detail to the

Division Manager under whose jurisdiction the weak territory is, obtain his authority and

support for the corrective action.(d) Prepare sales helps and all other necessary material for

carrying out the plan. Pass it on to the districts. Work with the salesmen while they are getting

started. Follow through to the very finish to be sure that there is no let-down in sales operation

of the plan.(e) Keep whatever records are necessary, and make whatever field studies are

necessary to determine whether the plan has produced the expected results.(4) Take full

responsibility, not simply for criticizing individual pieces of printed word copy, but also for the

general printed word plans for his brands.(5) Take fall responsibility for all other advertising



expenditures on his brands [such as in-store displays and promotions].(6) Experiment with and

recommend wrapper [packaging] revisions.(7) See each District Manager a number of times a

year to discuss with him any possible faults in our promotion plans for that territory.identify

problem markets. The brand manager conducted research to understand the causes of the

problem, developed response programs to turn it around, and then used a planning system to

help ensure that the programs were implemented on time. The responses used not only

advertising but also other marketing tools, such as pricing, promotions, in-store displays,

salesforce incentives, and packaging changes or product refinements.In part, the classic brand

management system was successful at P&G and elsewhere because it was typically staffed by

exceptional planners, doers, and motivators. The process of managing a complex system—

often involving R&D, manufacturing, and logistics in addition to advertising, promotion, and

distribution-channel issues-required management skills and a get-it-done ethic. Successful

brand managers also needed to have exceptional coordination and motivational skills because

the brand manager typically had no direct line authority over the people (both inside and

outside the company) involved in implementing branding programs.Although it was not

specifically discussed in his memo, the premise that each brand would vigorously compete

with the firm’s other brands (both for market share and within the company for resources) was

an important aspect of McElroy’s conceptualization of brand management. Contemporary

accounts of McElroy’s thoughts suggest the source for this idea was General Motors, which

had distinct brands like Chevrolet, Buick, and Oldsmobile competing against one another. The

brand manager’s goal was to see the brand win, even if winning came at the expense of other

brands within the firm.The classic brand management system usually limited its scope to a

relevant market in a single country. When a brand was multinational, the brand management

system usually was replicated in each country, with local managers in charge.Finally, in the

original P&G model, the brand manager tended to be tactical and reactive, observing

competitor and channel activity as well as sales and margin trends. When problems were

detected, the goal of the response programs was to “move the needle” as soon as possible,

with the process largely driven by sales and margins. Strategy was often delegated to an

agency or simply ignored.BRAND LEADERSHIP—THE NEW IMPERATIVEThe classic brand

management system has worked well for many decades for P&G and a host of imitators. It

manages the brand and makes things happen by harnessing the work of many. However, it can

fall short in dealing with emerging market complexities, competitive pressures, channel

dynamics, global forces, and business environments with multiple brands, aggressive brand

extensions, and complex subbrand structures.As a result, a new model is gradually replacing

the classic brand management system at P&G and many other firms. The emerging paradigm,

which we term the brand ledership model, is very different. As Figure 1-3 summarizes, it

emphasizes strategy as well as tactics, its scope is broader, and it is driven by brand identity as

well as sales.FROM TACTICAL TO STRATEGIC MANAGEMENTThe manager in the brand

leadership model is strategic and visionary rather than tactical and reactive. He or she takes

control of the brand strategically, setting forth what it should stand for in the eyes of the

customer and relevant others and communicating that identity consistently, efficiently, and

effectively.To fill this role, the brand manager must be involved in creating the business strategy

as well as implementing it. The brand strategy should be influenced by the business strategy

and should reflect the same strategic vision and corporate culture. In addition, the brand

identity should not promise what the strategy cannot or will notFIGURE 1-3Brand Leadership—

The Evolving Paradigmdeliver. There is nothing more wasteful and damaging than developing

a brand identity or vision based on a strategic imperative that will not get funded. An empty



brand promise is worse than no promise at all.Higher in the organizationIn the classic brand

management system, the brand manager was too often a relatively inexperienced person who

rarely stayed in the job more than two to three years. The strategic perspective calls for the

brand manager to be higher in the organization, with a longer-term job horizon; in the brand

leadership model, he or she is often the top marketing professional in the organization. For

organizations where there is marketing talent at the top, the brand manager can be and often

is the CEO.Focus on brand equity as the conceptual modelThe emerging model can be

captured in part by juxtaposing brand image and brand equity. Brand image is tactical—an

element that drives short-term results and can be comfortably left to advertising and promotion

specialists. Brand equity, in contrast, is strategic—an asset that can be the basis of competitive

advantage and long-term profitability and thus needs to be monitored closely by the top

management of an organization. The goal of brand leadership is to build brand equities rather

than simply manage brand images.Brand equity measuresThe brand leadership model

encourages the development of brand equity measures to supplement short-term sales and

profit figures. These measures, commonly tracked over time, should reflect major brand equity

dimensions such as awareness, loyalty, perceived quality, and associations. Identifying brand

identity elements that differentiate and drive customer-brand relationships is a first step toward

creating a set of brand equity measures.FROM A LIMITED TO A BROAD FOCUSIn the classic

P&G model, the scope of the brand manager was limited to not only a single brand but also

one product and one market. In addition, the communication effort tended to be more focused

(with fewer options available), and internal brand communication was usually ignored. In the

brand leadership model, the challenges and contexts are very different, and the task has been

expanded.Multiple products and marketsIn the brand leadership model, because a brand can

cover multiple products and markets, determining the brand’s product and market scope

becomes a key management issue.Product scope involves the management of brand

extensions and licensing programs. To which products should the brand be attached? Which

products exceed the brand’s current and target domains? Some brands, such as Sony, gain

visibility and energy from being extended widely; customers know there will always be

something new and exciting under the Sony brand. Other brands are very protective of a strong

set of associations. Kingsford Charcoal, for instance, has stuck to charcoal and products

directly related to charcoal cooking.Market scope refers to the stretch of the brand across

markets. This stretch can be horizontal (as with 3M in the consumer and industrial markets) or

vertical (3M participating in both value and premium markets). Some brands, such as IBM,

Coke, and Pringles, use the same identity across a broad set of markets. Other situations,

though, require multiple brand identities or multiple brands. For example, the GE brand needs

different associations in the context of jet engines than it does in the context of appliances.The

challenge in managing a brand’s product and market scope is to allow enough flexibility to

succeed in diverse product markets while still capturing cross-market and cross-product

synergies. A rigid, lockstep brand strategy across product markets risks handicapping a brand

facing vigorous, less-fettered competitors. On the other hand, brand anarchy will create

inefficient and ineffective marketing efforts. A variety of approaches, detailed in Chapters 2 and

4, can address these challenges.Complex brand architecturesWhereas the classic brand

manager rarely dealt with extensions and subbrands, a brand leadership manager requires the

flexibility of complex brand architectures. The need to stretch brands and fully leverage their

strength has led to the introduction of endorsed brands (such as Post-its by 3M, Hamburger

Helper by Betty Crocker, and Courtyard by Marriott) and subbrands (such as Campbell’s

Chunky, Wells Fargo Express, and Hewlett-Packard’s LaserJet) to represent different product



markets, and sometimes an organizational brand as well. Chapters 4 and 5 examine brand

architecture structures, concepts, and tools.Category focusThe classic P&G brand

management system encouraged the existence of competing brands within categories—such

as Pantene, Head & Shoulders, Pert, and Vidal Sassoon in hair care—because different

market segments were covered and competition within the organization was thought to be

healthy. Two forces, however, have convinced many firms to consider managing product

categories (that is, groupings of brands) instead of a portfolio of individual brands.First,

because retailers of consumer products have harnessed information technology and

databases to manage categories as their unit of analysis, they expect their suppliers to also

bring a category perspective to the table. In fact, some multicontinent retailers are demanding

one single, worldwide contact person for a category, believing that a country representative

cannot see enough of the big picture to help the retailer capture the synergies across

countries.Second, in the face of an increasingly cluttered market, sister brands within a

category find it difficult to remain distinct, with market confusion, cannibalization, and inefficient

communication as the all-too-common results. Witness the confused positioning overlap that

now exists in the General Motors family of brands. When categories of brands are managed,

clarity and efficiency are easier to attain. In addition, important resource-allocation decisions

involving communication budgets and product innovations can be made more dispassionately

and strategically, because the profit-generating brand no longer automatically controls the

resources.Under the new model, the brand manager’s focus expands from a single brand to a

product category. The goal is to make the brands within a category or business unit work

together to provide the most collective impact and the strongest synergies. Thus, printer

brands at HP, cereal brands at General Mills, or hair care brands at P&G need to be managed

as a team to maximize operational efficiency and marketing effectiveness.Category or

business unit brand management can improve profitability and strategic health by addressing

some cross-brand issues. What brand identities and positions will result in the most coherent

and least redundant brand system? Is there a broader vision driven by consumer and channel

needs that can provide a breakthrough opportunity? Are there sourcing and logistical

opportunities within the set of brands involved in the category? How can R&D successes be

best used across the brands in the category?Global perspectiveMultinational brand

management in the classic model meant an autonomous brand manager in each country. As

the task of competing successfully in the global marketplace has changed, this perspective has

increasingly shown itself to be inadequate. As a result, more firms are experimenting with

organizational structures that support cohesive global business strategies which involve

sourcing, manufacturing, and R&D as well as branding.The brand leadership paradigm has a

global perspective. Thus a key goal is to manage the brand across markets and countries in

order to gain synergies, efficiencies, and strategic coherence. This perspective adds another

level of complexity—Which elements of the brand strategy are to be common globally and

which are to be adapted to local markets? Implementing the strategy involves coordination

across more people and organizations. Moreover, developing the capability to gain insights and

build best practices throughout the world can be difficult. The wide range of organizational

structures and systems used to manage brands over countries will be discussed in Chapter

10.Communication team leaderThe classic brand manager often just acted as the coordinator

and scheduler of tactical communication programs. Further, the programs were simpler to

manage because mass media could be employed. Peter Sealey, an adjunct professor at UC

Berkeley, has noted that in 1965 a P&G product manager could reach 80 percent of eighteen-

to forty-nine-year-old women with three 60-second commercials. Today, that manager would



require ninety-seven prime-time commercials to achieve the same result. Media and market

fragmentation has made the communication task very different.In the brand leadership model,

the brand manager needs to be a strategist and communications team leader directing the use

of a wide assortment of vehicles, including sponsorships, the Web, direct marketing, publicity,

and promotions. This array of options raises two challenges: how to break out of the box to

access effective media options, and how to coordinate messages across media that are

managed by different organizations and individuals (each with separate perspectives and

goals). Addressing both challenges involves generating effective brand identities and creating

organizations that are suited to brand management in a complex environment.Furthermore,

rather than delegating strategy, the brand manager must be the owner of the strategy—guiding

the total communication effort in order to achieve the strategic objectives of the brand. Like an

orchestra conductor, the brand manager needs to stimulate brilliance while keeping the

communication components disciplined and playing from the same sheet of music.In Part IV of

this book, a variety of case studies will show how communication strategies using a broad

scope of media can be coordinated to generate synergy and efficiency as well as impact. In

particular, Chapters 7 and 8 will provide a close look at two increasingly important vehicles—

sponsorship and the Web.Internal as well as external communicationCommunication in the

new paradigm is likely to have an internal focus as well as the usual external focus on

influencing the customer. Unless the brand strategy can communicate with and Inspire the

brand partners both inside and outside the organization, it will not be effective. Brand strategy

should be owned by all the brand partners. Chapter 3 will present a variety of ways that a

brand can be leveraged to crystallize and communicate organizational values and

cultures.FROM SALES TO BRAND IDENTITY AS THE DRIVER OF STRATEGYIn the brand

leadership model, strategy is guided not only by short-term performance measures such as

sales and profits but also by the brand identity, which clearly specifies what the brand aspires

to stand for. With the identity in place, the execution can be managed so that it is on target and

effective.The development of a brand identity relies on a thorough understanding of the firm’s

customers, competitors, and business strategy. Customers ultimately drive brand value, and a

brand strategy thus needs to be based on a powerful, disciplined segmentation strategy, as

well as an in-depth knowledge of customer motivations. Competitor analysis is another key

because the brand identity needs to have points of differentiation that are sustainable over

time. Finally, the brand identity, as already noted, needs to reflect the business strategy and the

firm’s willingness to invest in the programs needed for the brand to live up to its promise to

customers. Brand identity development and elaboration are examined in Chapters 2 and

3.BRAND BUILDING PAYS OFFBecause the classic brand management model focused on

short-term sales, investments in brands were easy to justify. They either delivered sales and

profits or they did not. In contrast, the brand leadership paradigm focuses on building assets

that will result in long-term profitability, which is often difficult or impossible to demonstrate.

Brand building may require consistent reinforcement over years, and only a small portion of the

payoff may occur immediately—in fact, the building process may depress profits in the short

run. Further, brand building is often done in the context of competitive and market clutter that

creates measurement problems.The brand leadership model is based on the premise that

brand building not only creates assets but is necessary for the success (and often the survival)

of the enterprise. The firm’s highest executives must believe that building brands will result in a

competitive advantage that will pay off financially.The challenge of justifying investments to

build brand assets is similar to justifying investments in any other intangible asset. Although the

three most important assets in nearly every organization are people, information technology,



and brands, none of these appear on the balance sheet. Quantitative measures of their effect

on the organization are virtually impossible to obtain; as a result, only very crude estimates of

value are available. The rationale for investment in any intangible, therefore, must rest in part

on a conceptual model of the business that is often not easy to generate or defend. Without

such a model, though, movement toward brand leadership is inhibited.Later in this chapter, we

will review studies showing that brand building has resulted in significant asset growth and that

investments in brands affect stock return. First, however, we will contrast brand building with its

strategic alternative, price competition—because that is where the logic starts.AN

ALTERNATIVE TO PRICE COMPETITIONFew managers would describe their business

context without mentioning excess capacity and vicious price competition. Except, perhaps, for

the operators of the Panama Canal, not many companies are blessed with the absence of real

competitors. The following scenarioPICKING STOCKSSuppose that you will be given 0.1

percent of the stock of one of the following companies. Which firm’s stock would you prefer,

given the following information about their sales, profits, and assets (as of January 1998)?On

the basis of this data, most people would pick General Motors and turn their back on Coca-

Cola. Yet in January 1998, Coke had a market value more than four times that of GM, in part

because the value of the Coke brand equity was over twice the value of the entire GM firm.is

all too familiar: Pressure on prices is caused by new entrants, overcapacity, sliding sales, or

retail power. Price declines, rebates, and/or promotions ensue. Competitors, especially the

third- or fourth-ranked brands, respond defensively. Consumers begin to focus more on price

than on quality and differentiated features. Brands start resembling commodities, and firms

begin to treat them as such. Profits erode.It does not take a strategic visionary to see that any

slide toward commodity status should be resisted. The only alternative is to build brands.The

price premium paid for Morton salt (few products are more of a commodity than salt), Charles

Schwab (discount brokerage services), or Saturn (subcompacts from General Motors) show

that a slide into commodity status is not inevitable. In each instance, a strong brand has been

able to resist pressures to compete on price alone. Another case in point is Victoria’s Secret,

which saw sales increase and profits skyrocket when they stopped their policy of running forty

to fifty price promotions each week.The importance of price as a driving attribute can be

overestimated. Surveys show that few customers base their purchase decisions solely on price.

Even customers of Boeing aircraft, with reams of quantitatively supported proposals in front of

them, will, in the final analysis, turn to a subjective appraisal based on their affinity with and

trust in the Boeing brand. One of Charles Schultz’s Peanuts cartoons makes this point in ironic

fashion. Lucy, behind what looks like a lemonade stand, has reduced the price of her

psychiatric services from $5 to $1 to 25 cents. She obviously thinks that such services are

bought only on price—a funny premise in a cartoon, but not how things work in real life. Tom

Peters said it well: “In an increasingly crowded marketplace, fools will compete on price.

Winners will find a way to create lasting value in the customer’s mind.”THE VALUE OF THE

BRANDThe value of a brand cannot be measured precisely, but it can be estimated roughly

(for example, within plus or minus 30 percent). Because of the wide margin of error, such

estimates cannot be used to evaluate marketing programs, but they can show that brand

assets have been created. These estimates can also provide a frame of reference when

developing brand-building programs and budgets. For example, if a brand is worth $500 million,

a budget of $5 million for brand building might be challenged as being too low. Similarly, if $400

million of the brand’s value was in Europe and $100 million was in the United States, a

decision to split the brand-building budget evenly might be questioned.Estimating the value of

a brand involves straightforward logic. First, the earnings stream of each major product market



carrying the brand is identified. (For Hewlett-Packard, one product market might be the

business computer market in the United States.) The earnings are then divided into those

attributable (1) to the brand, (2) to fixed assets like plants and equipment, and (3) to other

intangibles like people, systems, processes, or patents. The earnings attributable to the brand

are capitalized, providing a value for the brand in that product market. Aggregating the various

product market values provides an overall value for the brand.The earnings attributable to fixed

assets are relatively easy to estimate; they are simply a fair return (for example, 8 percent) on

the value of the fixed assets. The balance of the earnings has to be divided into brand-driven

earnings and earnings attributable to other intangibles. This division is made subjectively

based on the judgments of knowledgeable people in the organization. One key

determinantWHAT IS BRAND EQUITY?The goal of the brand leadership paradigm is to create

strong brands-hut what is a strong brand, anyway? In Managing Brand Equity, brand equity

was defined as the brand assets (or liabilities) linked to a brand’s name and symbol that add to

(or subtract from) a product or service. These assets can be grouped into four dimensions:

brand awareness, perceived quality, brand associations, and brand loyalty.These four

dimensions guide brand development, management, and measurement.• Brand awareness is

an often undervalued asset; however, awareness has been shown to affect perceptions and

even taste. People like the familiar and are prepared to ascribe all sorts of good attitudes to

items that are familiar to them. The Intel Inside campaign has dramatically transferred

awareness into perceptions of technological superiority and market acceptance.• Perceived

quality is a special type of association, partly because it influences brand associations in many

contexts and partly because it has been empirically shown to affect profitability (as measured

by both ROI and stock return).• Brand associations can be anything that connects the

customer to the brand. It can include user imagery, product attributes, use situations,

organizational associations, brand personality, and symbols. Much of brand management

involves determining what associations to develop and then creating programs that will link the

associations to the brand.• Brand loyalty is at the heart of any brand’s value. The concept is to

strengthen the size and intensity of each loyalty segment. A brand with a small but intensely

loyal customer base can have significant equity.in making these judgments is the strength of

the other intangibles, (For airlines, for example, the value of controlling airport gates is a

significant driver of earnings.) Another key determinant is the strength of the brand in terms of

its relative awareness, perceived quality, customer loyalty, and associations.Interbrand is a firm

that generates brand values using the above logic but with its own refinements. In its June

1999 study of brands with a significant market presence outside their home countries, the

values of the largest global brands involved eye-opening numbers. The results for the top

fifteen brands, plus six others with high brand values relative to the market capitalization of

their firms, are shown in Figure 1-4.Sixty brands were estimated to have a value over $1 billion;

the leaders were Coca-Cola at $83.8 billion and Microsoft at $56.7 billion. In many cases, the

brand value was a significant percentage of the total market capitalization of the firm (even

though the brand was not on all its products). Of the top fifteen brands, only General Electric

had a brand value under 19 percent of the firm’s market value. In contrast, nine of the top sixty

brands had values that exceeded 50 percent of the whole firm’s value, and BMW, Nike, Apple,

and Ikea had brand-firm value ratios over 75 percent.Among the top sixty global brands, there

were some interesting patterns. All of the top ten (and nearly two-thirds of the total) were U.S.

brands, a finding that reflects the size of the U.S. home market and the early global initiatives

of American firms. Nearly one-fourth of the group (including four of the top ten) were in the

computer or telecommunications industry; this supports the premise that brands are critical in



the high-tech world despite arguments that “rational” customers buy largely on the

specifications of product attributes rather than brands.The Interbrand study rather dramatically

illustrates that creating strong brands does pay off and that brands have created meaningful

value. It is an important statement about the wisdom and feasibility of creating brand

assets.THE IMPACT OF BRAND BUILDING ON STOCK RETURNAlthough the Interbrand

study shows that brands have created value, it does not demonstrate that specific brand-

building efforts result inFIGURE 1-4Value of Global Brands as Measured by InterbrandSource;

Raymond Perrier, “Interbrand’s World’s Most Valuable Brands,” report of a June 1999 study

sponsored by Interbrand and Citigroup, 1999.enhanced profits or stock returns. For example,

Coca-Cola’s brand value may be based on its century-old heritage and customer loyalty rather

than any recent brand-building effort. What evidence is there that brand building directly affects

profits or stock return?Everyone can recite anecdotes of how brands like Coke, Nike, Gap,

Sony, and Dell have created and leveraged brand strength. The book Managing Brand Equity

presented four case studies that illustrate both destroying and creating brand value. The failure

to support customers at WordStar (at one time the leader in word-processing software) and the

loss of perceived quality at Schlitz (once a close second among U.S. beer brands) were both

priced out as $1 billion brand disasters; the Datsun to Nissan name change was only

somewhat less of a brand equity blunder. The creation and management of the Weight

Watchers brand during the 1980s, however, was a $1 billion brand success story.Two studies,

both by Robert Jacobson (from the University of Washington) and David Aaker have gone

beyond anecdotes to find causal links between brand equity and stock return. The first study is

based on the EquiTrend database from Total Research, and the second is based on the

Techtel database of high-technology brands.1The EquiTrend StudySince 1989, EquiTrend has

provided an annual brand power rating for 133 U.S. brands in 39 categories, based on a

telephone survey of 2,000 respondents. Since 1992, the survey has increased its frequency

and the number of brands covered. The key brand equity measure is perceived quality, which

has been found by Total Research to be highly associated with brand-liking, trust, pride, and

willingness to recommend. It is essentially the average quality rating among those who had an

opinion about the brand.The extent to which the EquiTrend brand equity measure influenced

stock return was explored using data from thirty-three brands representing publicly traded firms

for which the corporate brand drove a substantial amount of sales and profits. The brands were

American Airlines (AMR), American Express, AT&T, Avon, Bic, Chrysler, Citicorp, Coke,

Compaq, Exxon, Kodak, Ford, GTE, Goodyear, Hershey, Hilton, IBM, Kellogg, MCI, Marriott,

Mattel, McDonald’s, Merrill Lynch, Pepsi, Polaroid, Reebok, Rubbermaid, Sears, Texaco,

United Airlines, VF, Volvo, and Wendy’s. In addition to brand equity, two additional causal

variables were included in the model; advertising expenditures and return on investment

(ROI).Consistent with a wide body of empirical research in finance, a strong relationship

between ROI and stock return was found. Remarkably, the relationship between brand equity

and stock return was nearly as strong. Figure 1-5 shows graphically how similar the impact of

brand equity and ROI is. Firms experiencing the largest gains in brand equity saw their stock

return average 30 percent; conversely, those firms with the largest losses in brand equity saw

stock return average a negative 10 percent. And the brand equity impact was distinct from that

of ROI—the correlation between the two was small. In contrast, there was no impact of

advertising on stock return except that which was captured by brand equity.The relationship of

brand equity to stock return may be in part caused by the fact that brand equity supports a

price premium which contributes to profitability. An analysis of the larger EquiTrend database

has shown that brand equity is associated with a premium price. Thus, premium-priced brands



like Kodak, Mercedes, Levi Strauss, and Hallmark have substantial perceived quality

advantages over competitors such as Fuji Film, Buick Automobiles, Lee’s Jeans, and American

Greeting Cards. This relationship is undoubtedly based upon a two-way causal flow—a strong

brand commands a price premium, and a price premium is an important quality cue. When a

high level of perceived quality has been (or can be) created, raising the price not only provides

margin dollars but also aids perceptions.FIGURE 1-5The EquiTrend StudyThe Techtel Study of

High-Technohgy BrandsHow relevant is brand equity in high-technology markets? Industry

executives and others often argue that because high-tech products have different

characteristics than frequently purchased consumer goods and services, brand building is less

critical—instead, the keys to success are product innovation, manufacturing capability, and

distribution. The implication is that high-tech companies should avoid transferring investment

resources from these key activities to so-called softer activities like brand building. Since

investments to create awareness, organizational associations, brand personality, or brand

symbols are regarded as frivolous, brand communication is relegated to product details.These

arguments revolve around the belief that the buyers and the buying process are more rational

in the high-tech realm than in other markets. The organizational setting is thought to stimulate

more rational thought and less emotion, and the personal/professional risk involved in

acquiring such complex products is thought to motivate buyers to process—if not seek out—

relevant information. (This is in sharp contrast to many consumer goods categories, where the

products are trivial enough that consumers have little or no motivation to process information.)

Because the products also tend to have short life cycles—sometimes measured in months—

and each new version has a significant amount of news associated with it, communicating this

new information as it appears is seen as the primary imperative.Nevertheless, brand-building

initiatives have been at least partially credited with the market success of a growing list of high-

technology brands. The Intel Inside campaign contributed a visible price premium, positive

associations, and sales growth to the Intel brands. Dozens of high-technology firms, including

large firms such as Oracle and Cisco, have sought to duplicate this success. Branding

specialist Lou Gerstner shifted huge amounts of resources behind the IBM brand, and the

company’s subsequent turnaround has been attributed in part to this decision. Gateway and

Dell created brands that made a difference, and even Microsoft has launched a major brand

program for the first time. These anecdotes, though, still fall short of real evidence that brand

building pays off in the high-technology area.The Techtel study was conducted to empirically

explore the relationship between high-technology brand building and stock return. Since 1988,

Techtel has undertaken quarterly surveys of the personal and network computing markets.

Respondents are asked whether they have a positive, negative, or no opinion of a company.

Using this data, brand equity can be measured by the difference between the percentage of

respondents with a positive opinion and those with a negative opinion. Nine brands from

publicly traded firms (Apple, Borland, Compaq, Dell, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Microsoft, Novell,

and Oracle) populate the database.The results have been very similar to those shown in

Figure 1-5. Again, ROI is found to have a significant influence on stock return. And again,

brand equity is found to have nearly as strong an influence as ROI, with the relative impact of

brand equity about 70 percent of that of ROI. Showing that brand equity pays off in the high-

tech context, where many argue that brands are of minor import, is impressive. The conclusion

is clear: Brand equity, on average, drives stock return.CHANGES IN BRAND EQUITYThe

question, however, still remains: What caused brand equity to change? Was it simply new

product announcements and innovations, or is there more to brand equity in the high-tech

context than product attributes? To explore this issue, we examined all of the major changes in



brand equity by consulting industry experts, company executives, and trade magazines. We

found evidence that brand equity was influenced by the following factors:• Major new products.

Although thousands of new products did not have a visible impact on brand equity, the positive

impact of such products as the ThinkPad on IBM, the initial Newton introduction on Apple, and

Windows 3.1 on Microsoft is clear.• Product problems. While the introduction of Newton helped

Apple, the subsequent disappointment also had an adverse effect on Apple’s brand equity.

Intel’s mismanagement of a defect in the Pentium chip affected its equity.• Change in top

management. The arrival of Lou Gerstner at IBM and the reinvolvement of Steve Jobs with

Apple both were associated with brand equity improvements. These visible CEOs articulated

major changes in business strategy that clearly influenced their brands.FIGURE 1-6Brand

Equity: The Rise of Windows 95 versus The Fall of Apple Computer By Quarters 1994–1997•

Competitor actions. A sharp brand equity downturn experienced by Hewlett-Packard was in

part due to some hard-hitting advertising from a competitor, Canon. The impact of Windows 95

on Apple’s brand equity was dramatic (as shown in Figure 1-6), and it was mirrored by the

increase in equity for Windows 95, as the latter succeeded in neutralizing Apple’s ownership of

the user-friendly interface. That result was, in fact, a strategic and tactical goal of Microsoft.•

Legal actions. Microsoft, after enjoying a stable brand equity level over a long time period,

suffered a sharp decline because of the antitrust case brought against it.One of the problems

with empirical tracking is that, in general, brand equity does not change much over time.

Because the samples involved are small enough to generate a substantial error factor, it takes

a fairly large shock to see an impact. In this study of high-tech brands, it is interesting that the

causes of the larger changes in equity can be identified. The findings suggest that the brand

name needs to be managed and protected in a broad sense; it is not enough to manage the

advertising. In fact, while advertising campaigns surely have an impact over time, they only

created a major change in brand equity when they were paired with one of the three dramatic

new products (ThinkPad, Newton, and Windows 3.1).BRAND LEADERSHIP TASKSSo,

building brands pays off, and the brand leadership model is a perspective that will be needed

to build strong brands in the next decade. What is involved in achieving brand leadership?

Ultimately there are four challenges that need to be addressed, as summarized in Figure 1-7.

The first is to create a brand-building organization. The second is to develop a comprehensive

brand architecture that provides strategic direction. The third is to develop a brand strategy for

the key brands that includes a motivating brand identity, as well as a position that differentiates

the brand and resonates with customers. The fourth is to develop efficient and effective brand-

building programs together with a system to track the results.FIGURE 1-7Brand Leadership

TasksTHE ORGANIZATIONAL CHALLENGEThe first challenge, as noted above, is to create

an organizational structure and process that will lead to strong brands. Someone (or some

group) needs to be in charge, so brands are not at the mercy of ad hoc decisions made by

those with no long-term vested interest in the brand. When the brand has multiple products,

markets, and/or countries, each with its own manager, the organizational, process needs to

provide a common set of inputs, outputs, and vocabulary that all will use. The communication

system should allow for the sharing of insights, experience, and brand-building initiatives. In

short, the organization must establish a brand-nurturing structure and culture.THE BRAND

ARCHITECTURE CHALLENGEBrand architecture involves identifying the brand and

subbrands that are to be supported, their respective roles, and, critically, their relationships to

each other. An effective, well-conceived architecture will lead to clarity in customer offerings,

real synergies in the brands and their communication programs, and an ability to leverage

brand assets. It is destructive and wasteful to have a host of brands drifting among a confused



set of offerings, surrounded by monumental communication inefficiencies. High-tech and

service firms are particularly susceptible to brand proliferation without the guidance and

discipline of any brand policy or plan.A key dimension in creating an effective brand

architecture is deciding when to stretch an existing brand, when to employ a new brand, when

to use an endorsed brand, and when to use a subbrand. In making these judgments, it is

important to understand the role and management of endorsed brands and subbrands—can

they be used to help a brand stretch over products and markets? Subbrands and endorsed

brands are particularly relevant for vertical stretches where the brand needs to access upscale

or downscale markets.The role of each brand in the portfolio is a key element of brand

architecture. Brands should not be managed as if they were silos, each one independent of the

other. Instead, the relative role of each brand in the portfolio should be determined. For

example, strategic brands are those brands that are most important to the future of the firm

and that should receive adequate resources to succeed.THE BRAND IDENTITY AND

POSITION CHALLENGEEach actively managed brand needs a brand identity—a vision of how

that brand should be perceived by its target audience. The brand identity is the heart of the

brand leadership model, because it is the vehicle that guides and inspires the brand-building

program. If the brand identity is confused or ambiguous, there is little chance that effective

brand building will occur.The brand position can help prioritize and focus the brand identity by

setting forth the communication objectives: What message will best differentiate the brand and

appeal to the target segments?THE BRAND-BUILDING PROGRAM

CHALLENGECommunication and other brand-building programs are needed to realize the

brand identity. In fact, brand-building programs not only implement the brand identity but also

help define it. An advertising execution or sponsorship can bring clarity and focus to a brand

identity that otherwise might appear sterile and ambiguous. Having execution elements on the

table can make strategies more vivid and less ambiguous and can provide some confidence

that the strategies are achievable.The key to most strong brands is brilliant execution that

bursts out of the clutter, provides a boost to the brand, and creates a cumulative impact over

time. The difference between good and brilliant cannot be overstated. The problem, of course,

is that there is a lot of good around and little brilliance. The challenge is to be noticed, to be

remembered, to change perceptions, to reinforce attitudes, and to create deep customer

relationships. Good execution rarely moves the needle unless inordinate amounts of resources

are expended.Brilliant execution requires the right communication tools. These tools are often

more than just advertising—in fact, sometimes advertising plays a small role or even no role.

One key is to access alternative media. The strong brands of tomorrow are going to

understand and use interactive media, direct response, promotions, and other devices that

provide relationship-building experiences. Another key is to learn to manage the resulting

communication program so that it is synergetic and consistently on strategy.Successful

management involves measurement. Without measurement, budgets become arbitrary and

programs cannot be evaluated. The key to effective measurement is to have indicators that tap

all dimensions of brand equity: brand awareness, perceived quality, customer loyalty, and

associations that include brand personality as well as organizational and attribute associations.

Relying on short-term financial indicators alone is a recipe for brand erosion rather than brand

building.THE PLAN OF THIS BOOKThe concept of brand identity and the analyses that

support it are extensively discussed in Building Strong Brands. Experience in working with and

implementing the brand identity model, however, has made it clear that aspects of the model

and its use could productively be elaborated. Thus, in Chapter 2, a brief overview of brand

identity and positioning is presented, after which eight observations provide suggestions to



those who will implement these concepts. In Chapter 3, we present a variety of ways that the

brand identity and position can be elaborated in order to guide communication and other brand-

enhancing programs more effectively.Brand architecture issues are discussed in Chapters 4

and 5. Chapter 4 presents the brand relationship spectrum as a way to understand and use

subbrands and endorsed brands. Chapter 5 defines brand architecture and describes an audit

system that will guide those who need to improve their brand architecture.Brand building

beyond advertising is the focus of Chapters 6, 7, 8, and 9. Chapter 6 provides a case study of

the novel brand-building approaches used by Adidas and Nike. Using sponsorships to build

brands is covered in Chapter 7, and brand building on the Web is discussed in Chapter 8.

Chapter 9 provides several case studies of out-of-the-box brand building, as well as some

general guidelines.Finally, Chapter 10 draws on a study of how thirty-five global firms structure

their organizations to create strong brands. It also develops a model of four organizational

structures that are used by successful global firms.QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION1. Look at

the dimensions in Figure 1-3. For each dimension, position your organization on a seven-point

scale between classic brand management and the brand leadership paradigm. Compare your

actual position on each dimension with where you should be, given your competitive and

market context.2. Examine forces influencing brand management in your industry, such as

competitive pressures, channel dynamics, global realities, and market factors. How will your

brand strategy have to change to win in the emerging environment?3. Comment on the studies

showing how brand equity affects financial returns.PART IIBRAND IDENTITY2Brand Identity—

The Cornerstone of Brand StrategyA brand is the face of a business strategy.—Scott Galloway,

Prophet Brand StrategyYou cannot win the hearts of customers unless you have a heart

yourself.—Charlotte Beers, J. Walter ThompsonTHE STORY OF VIRGIN ATLANTIC

AIRWAYSIn 1970, Richard Branson and a few friends founded Virgin Records as a small mail-

order company in London, England; a modest retail store on Oxford Street followed in 1971.

The partners chose the name Virgin because of their youthfulness and lack of business

experience. Within thirteen years, however, the company grew into a chain of record shops and

the largest independent label in the United Kingdom, with artists as diverse and important as

Phil Collins, the Sex Pistols, Mike Oldfield, Boy George, and the Rolling Stones. The 1990s

saw the retail business grow to include more than a hundred Virgin “megastores” sprinkled

around the world. Many, such as the Times Square store, made a significant brand statement

with their signage, size, and interior design.In February 1984, a young lawyer approached

Richard Branson with a proposal to start a new airline. Virgin’s board of directors considered

the idea absurd, but Branson thought that his experience in the entertainment industry could

add significant value to an airline business. Because he personally found air travel boring and

unpleasant, his idea was to make flying fun, with an attractive value proposition; “To provide all

classes of traveler with the highest quality of travel at the lowest cost.” Branson got his way, and

within three months the first Virgin Atlantic airplane took off from London’s Gatwick

Airport.Defying the odds (and vigorous attempts by British Airways to crush it), Virgin has

prospered. By 1997 it had served thirty million customers, exceeded $3.5 billion in annual

sales, and become the second airline (in passengers) in most of its markets and routes. Even

though Virgin Atlantic is only about as big as Alaska Airlines, it enjoys the same consumer

awareness and reputation as large international carriers. For example, a 1994 survey showed

that over 90 percent of all British consumers had heard of Virgin Atlantic. Focus groups

consistently show that Virgin is a trusted brand with innovative products and high standards of

service.THE VIRGIN BRAND IDENTITYVirgin’s success is due to a host of factors, including

Richard Branson’s instincts in choosing new business ventures, his strategic vision, the quality



and entrepreneurial drive of the management teams and venture partners that run Virgin’s

businesses, and good luck. But the Virgin brand is the glue that holds this ever-expanding

empire together. Four clearly defined values and associations describe the Virgin core brand

identity: service quality, innovation, fun, and value for money. Virgin Atlantic Airways is a

particularly good illustration of these values.Service QualityThere are thousands of moments

of truth in the airline business when the customer experiences service quality firsthand. In this

context Virgin Atlantic has performed extraordinarily well, as evidenced by the multiple quality

awards it has received. For example, in 1997, Virgin was named the best transatlantic carrier

for the seventh consecutive year, with the best business class for the ninth consecutive year.

Other accolades range from best in-flight entertainment to best business class wine selection

to best ground/check-in staff. Virgin measures well against such outstanding service-oriented

airlines as British Airways, Ansett Airlines, and Singapore Airlines.InnovationVirgin’s philosophy

on innovation is simple; be first and dazzle customers. Virgin pioneered sleeper seats in 1986

(British Airways followed nine years later with the cradle seat), in-flight massages, child safety

seats, individual video screens for business-class passengers, and new service classes

positioned above the normal coach and business-class offerings of other airlines. In short,

Virgin has pushed innovation like no other airline. Three percent of revenues are allocated to

new service quality innovations—nearly double the spending of the average U.S. carrier.Fun

and entertainmentVirgin’s airport lounges provide putting greens, masseurs, beauty therapists,

and facilities to shower, take a Jacuzzi, and nap. On some routes, the airline offers first-class

passengers a new tailor-made suit waiting at their destinations. Customers even have the

option of checking in at the airport via a convenient, McDonald’s-style drive-through window.

The goal is to create memorable, fun, entertaining experiences. These are not run-of-the-mill

improvements on standard services, such as offering a special vegetarian menu or a cup of

Starbucks coffee.Value for moneyVirgin Atlantic Upper Class is a service priced at the

business-class level but equivalent to many other airlines’ first class service. Similarly, Mid

Class offers business-class service at full-fare economy prices, and most Virgin Economy

tickets are available at a discount. While this lower price point may offer a clear consumer

advantage, however, Virgin does not emphasize its price position. Cheapness per se is not the

message at Virgin.While the four core identity dimensions are the primary drivers of the Virgin

brand, the Virgin brand identity also includes three extended identity dimensions: its underdog

business model, its brand personality, and its symbols.The underdogVirgins business model is

straightforward. The company typically enters markets and industries populated by established

players (such as British Airways, Coca-Cola, Levi Strauss, British Rail, and Smirnoff) that are

portrayed as being somewhat complacent, bureaucratic, and unresponsive to customer needs.

In contrast, Virgin is perceived as the underdog who cares, innovates, and delivers an

attractive alternative to what customers have been buying. When British Airways attempted to

prevent Virgin from gaining routes, Virgin painted British Airways as a bully standing in the way

of an earnest youngster whose alternative promised better value and service. Virgin,

personified by Branson, is the modern-day Robin Hood, the friend of the little guy.The Virgin

personalityThe Virgin brand has a strong, perhaps edgy, personality largely reflecting its

flamboyant service innovations and the values and actions of Branson, its founder. Virgin as a

person would be perceived as someone who• Flaunts the rules• Has a sense of humor that is

outrageous at times• Is an underdog, willing to attack the establishment• Is competent, always

does a high-quality job, and has high standardsInterestingly, this personality spans several

unrelated characteristics: fun-loving, innovative, and competent. Many brands would like to do

the same but feel that they must choose among such personality extremes. The key is not only



the personality of Branson himself but also the fact that Virgin has delivered on each facet of

this personality.Virgin symbolsThe ultimate Virgin symbol is, of course, Branson himself (shown

in Figure 2-1). He represents much of what Virgin stands for. There are other symbols as well,

however, including the Virgin blimp, the Virgin Island (accessible to Virgin Atlantic customers as

an ultimate frequent flyer reward), and the Virgin logo. Written in script and at an angle, the

logo provides a contrast to the brands that display their names in more conventional fonts and

are portrayed symmetrically. The script (reminiscent of Intel Inside) provides a sense that

Branson might have written it, and the rakish angle is a bit of a statement that Virgin is not just

another big corporation.FIGURE 2-1Richard BransonSTRETCHING THE VIRGIN

BRANDVirgin is a remarkable example of how a brand can be successfully stretched far

beyond what would be considered reasonable by any standard. The Virgin brand has been

extended from record stores to airlines to colas to condoms to dozens of other categories. The

Virgin Group comprises some 100 companies in 22 countries and includes a discount airline

(Virgin Express), financial services (Virgin Direct), a cosmetics retail chain and direct sales

operation (Virgin Vie), several media companies (Virgin Radio, Virgin TV), a rail service (Virgin

Rail), soft drinks and other beverages (Virgin Cola, Virgin Energy, Virgin Vodka), a line of

casual clothing (Virgin Clothing, Virgin Jeans), a new record label (V2 Records), and even a

bridal store (Virgin Bride).In fact, the decision to extend Virgin, a brand then associated with

rock music and youth, to an airline could have become a legendary blunder had it failed.

However, because the airline was successful and was able to deliver value with quality, flare,

and innovation, the master brand developed associations that were not restricted to a single

type of product. The elements of the Virgin brand identity—quality, innovation, nun/

entertainment, value, the underdog image, a strong brand personality, and Branson—work for

a large set of products and services. It has become a lifestyle brand with an attitude whose

powerful relationship with customers is not based solely on functional benefits.One reason that

the brand works over all the extensions is that two of Virgin’s subbrands, Virgin Atlantic Airways

and the Virgin Megastores, act as anchors for the group. Because each is a “silver bullet” (a

subbrand that drives the image of a parent brand), these two brands receive the majority of

Virgin’s resources and management attention.There are difficulties and risks in stretching a

brand, but also significant benefits, as Sony, Honda, GE, and other brands with extended

product portfolios have demonstrated. First, multiple offerings can gain a brand more visibility

and awareness. Second, the extensions can potentially add and reinforce key associations

(such as quality, innovation, fun, and value in the case of Virgin). Third, with a strong flexible

parent brand, a new name does not have to be established when new products or services are

introduced—for example, the Virgin brand can be used with a descriptor to create Virgin Cola

or Virgin Rail.COMMUNICATING THE BRAND—THE ROLE OF PUBLICITYThe Virgin brand

has been driven in part by pure visibility, largely based on publicity personally generated by

Branson. Realizing that Virgin Atlantic could not compete with British Airways in advertising

expenditures, Branson used publicity stunts to create awareness and develop associations.

When the first Virgin Atlantic Airways flight took off in 1984 with friends, celebrities, and

reporters on board, Branson appeared in the cockpit wearing a leather World War I flight

helmet. The onboard video (a prerecorded tape) showed Branson and two famous cricket

players as the pilots greeting the passengers from the cockpit.1Bransons publicity efforts have

not by any means been limited to Virgin Atlantic. For the launching of Virgin Bride” a company

that arranges weddings, he showed up in a wedding dress. At the opening of Virgins first U.S.

megastore in New York’s Times Square, in 1996, Branson (a balloonist who holds several

world records) was lowered on a huge silver ball from 100 feet above the store. These and



other stunts have turned into windfalls of free publicity for the Virgin brand. Although some of

the stunts are outrageous, they do not cross the line; Virgin excites, surprises, even shocks, but

does not offend. For example, Virgin would not push the envelope as far as Benetton did with

its advertisements that featured dramatic scenes concerning condom use, hunger, and racial

problems.Branson has fully mastered his role. By employing British humor and the popular love

of flaunting the system, he has endeared himself to consumers. By never deviating from the

core brand values of quality, innovation, fun, and value for money, he has gained their loyalty

and confidence. Evidence of this high level of trust in Branson and Virgin abound. When BBC

radio asked 1, 200 people who they thought would be the most qualified to rewrite the Ten

Commandments, Branson came in fourth, after Mother Teresa, the pope, and the archbishop

of Canterbury. When a British daily newspaper took a poll on who would be the most qualified

to become the next mayor of London, Branson won by a landslide.The challenge for a brand

that is built on a track record of success and exceptional innovation like Virgin’s is formidable—

the next daring expansion could turn into a disastrous example of overreaching. Virgin’s

Waterloo could be its Virgin Rail business. With nearly thirty million annual trips, the rail

business is highly visible, and the ability to deliver high service levels is not entirely in Virgin’s

control because the company must depend on railway operations and even other rail

companies. During its first year, Virgin Rail had significant and visible problems with punctuality

and service. In retrospect, such a risky venture might have been better off under another brand

to offer some measure of protection to the Virgin brand.The critical issue for Virgin, then, will

be to manage the brand as its consumers (and Branson) age and as it mushrooms into an ever-

broader range of businesses. Can Virgin preserve its core identity across all of its product

categories and maintain its energetic personality over time? A clear brand identity will be the

key to meeting that challenge.THE BRAND IDENTITY PLANNING MODELA strong brand

should have a rich, clear brand identity-—a set of associations the brand strategist seeks to

create or maintain. In contrast to brand image (the brand’s current associations), a brand

identity is aspirational and may imply that the image needs to be changed or augmented. In a

fundamental sense, the brand identity represents what the organization wants the brand to

stand for.Those involved with the brand (that is, the brand team and their partners)—should be

able to articulate the brand identity and should care about it. If either element is lacking, a

brand is unlikely to achieve its potential and will be vulnerable to market forces emphasizing

undifferentiated products and price competition. Too many brands drift aimlessly and appear to

stand for nothing in particular. They always seem to be shouting price, on sale, attached to

some deal, or engaging in promiscuous channel expansion—symptoms of a lack of

integrity.Brand identity, as noted in Chapter 1, is one of the four pillars (along with brand

architecture, brand-building programs, and organizational structure and processes) of creating

strong brands. The brand identity construct was developed in detail in Building Strong Brands.

We will review and extend that conceptualization here to include the brand essence, a compact

summary of what the brand stands for. In addition, eight practical tips on developing and using

brand identities are drawn from our experience of applying the concept to many firms and

brands.The brand identity planning process, summarized in Figure 2-2, provides a tool to

understand, develop, and use the brand identity construct. In addition to the brand identity

itself, it includes two other components, the strategic brand analysis and the brand identity

implementation system, which are discussed next.STRATEGIC BRAND ANALYSISTo be

effective, a brand identity needs to resonate with customers, differentiate the brand from

competitors, and represent what the organization can and will do over time. Thus the strategic

brand analysis helps the manager to understand the customer, the competitors, and the brand



itself (including the organization behind the brand).The customer analysis must get beyond

what customers say to what lies underneath what they do. Creative qualitative research is often

useful toward this end. Another challenge is to develop a segmentation scheme that can drive

strategy. To do this, the manager must discover which segmentation variables have real

leverage and understand the size and dynamics of each segment.The competitor analysis

examines current and potential competitors to make sure that the strategy will differentiate the

brand and that communication programs will break away from the clutter in a meaningful way.

Studying competitor strengths and strategies as well as positions can also provide insight into

the brand-building task.The self analysis identifies whether the brand has the resources, the

capability, and the will to deliver. The analysis needs to uncover not only the brand’s heritage

and current image but also the strengths, limitations, strategies, and values of the organization

that is creating the brand. Ultimately, a successful brand strategy needs to capture the soul of

the brand, and this soul resides in the organization.BRAND IDENTITY IMPLEMENTATION

SYSTEMA brand identity is implemented through the development and measurement of brand-

building programs. As Figure 2-2 suggests, there are four components to implementation;

brand identity elaboration, brand position, brand-building programs, and tracking.Brand identity

elaboration is a set of tools designed to add richness, texture, and clarity to the brand identity.

Without this elaboration, elements of the brand identity (such as leadership, friendship, trust,

and relationship) may be too ambiguous to guide decisions about what actions will support the

brand and what will not. Chapter 3 will explore brand identity elaboration and discuss some

techniques, such as strategic imperatives, role models, and the development and use of visual

metaphors. Chapters 2 and 3 together are designed to help brand stewards develop and use

the brand identity construct.With a clear and elaborated identity, the implementation task turns

to brand position—the part of the brand identity and value proposition that is to be actively

communicated to the target audience. Thus the brand position, which should demonstrate an

advantage over competitor brands, represents current communication objectives. Some

elements of the brand identity may not be part of the brand position because, although

important, they do not differentiate. Or the brand may not be ready to deliver on a promise, or

the audience may not be ready to accept the message. As the delivery of more aspirational

elements of the brand identity becomes feasible and believable, the brand position can become

more ambitious.With the brand position and brand identity in place, brand-building programs

can be developed. A common misconception is that building brands is nothing more than

advertising. In fact, advertising sometimes plays only a minor role in the process. Brands can

be built through a variety of media, including promotions, publicity, packaging, direct marketing,

flagship stores, the Web, and sponsorships. Communication involves all points of contact

between the brand and the audience, including product design, new products, and distribution

strategy.One challenge that can not be wholly delegated to an advertising agency is deciding

which of the many media options will most effectively build your brand. Another is creating

brilliant communication strategies and executions that break out of the clutter and make a

difference. Part IV of this book addresses these challenges.The final step in implementation is

tracking the brand-building program. Building Strong Brands presented ten brand equity

dimensions as a framework to structure the tracking problem. The Brand Equity Ten include

two sets of brand loyalty measures (price premium and customer satisfaction), two sets of

perceived quality/leadership measures (perceived quality and leadership/popularity), three sets

of association measures (perceived value, brand personality, and organizational associations),

one set of awareness measures, and two sets of market behavior measures (market share and

market price/distribution coverage). These measures provide a tracking system that will work



across brands and products, as well as a point of departure for those who need an instrument

tailored to a specific brand and context.Strategic analysis, brand identity development, and

brand identity implementation are treated as sequential in the Brand Identity Planning Model.

In practice, however, there is overlap and backtracking, and it is difficult to separate strategy

from execution. In large measure, the execution defines the strategy and demonstrates its

feasibility, so one may have to venture into execution in order to know whether a strategy is

optimal.BRAND IDENTITY—A REVIEWBrand identity is a set of brand associations that the

brand strategist aspires to create or maintain. These associations imply a promise to

customers from the organization members. Because a brand identity is used to drive all the

brand-building efforts, it should have depth and richness; it is not an advertising tagline or even

a positioning statement.When realized, the brand identity should help establish a relationship

between the brand and the customer by generating a value proposition potentially involving

functional, emotional, or self-expressive benefits or by providing credibility for endorsed brands

(such as Betty Crocker’s Hamburger Helper). The endorser’s role is to help create credibility for

the endorsed brand (Hamburger Helper) rather than directly provide a value proposition.Figure

2-2 provides an overview of brand identity and its related constructs. Note that there are twelve

categories of brand identity elements organized around four perspectives—the brand as

product(product scope, product attributes, quality/value, use experience, users, country of

origin), organization(organizational attributes, local versus global), person(brand personality,

customer/brand relationships), and symbol(visual imagery/metaphors and brand heritage).

Although each category has relevance for some brands, virtually no brand has associations in

all twelve categories.Note also that the brand identity structure includes a core identity, an

extended identity, and a brand essence. Typically, the brand identity will require from six to

twelve dimensions in order to adequately describe the brand’s aspiration. Because such a

large set is unwieldy, it is helpful to provide focus by identifying the core identity (the most

important elements of the brand identity). All dimensions of the core identity should reflect the

strategy and values of the organization, and at least one association should differentiate the

brand and resonate with customers. The core identity is most likely to remain constant as the

brand travels to new markets and products—if customers perceive the brand according to the

core identity, the battle is won.The core identity creates a focus both for the customer and

theFIGURE 2-2Brand Identify Planning Modelorganization; for example, for Mobil it is

leadership, partnership, and trust, and for Saturn it is world-class cars and treating customers

with respect as friends. These core identities are easier to communicate both inside and

outside the organization than the fall, extended identity.The extended identity includes all of the

brand identity elements that are not in the core, organized into meaningful groupings. Often the

core identity is a terse description of the brand, and this terseness can generate ambiguity; as

a result, brand implementation decisions benefit from the texture and completeness provided

by the extended identity. Moreover, there are useful elements of the extended identity (such as

the brand personality and a specification of what the brand is not) that do not usually fit

comfortably into the core identity.Figure 2-3 shows the brand identity for Virgin. The core

identity contains four concepts-—quality, innovation, fun/entertainment, and value. The

extended identity adds the underdog position, brand personality, and symbols.THE BRAND

ESSENCEThe core identity usually has two to four dimensions that compactly summarize the

brand vision. It often is useful, however, to provide even more focus by creating a brand

essence; a single thought that captures the soul of the brand. In some cases, it is not feasible

or worthwhile to develop a brand essence, but in others it can be a powerful tool.A good brand

essence statement does not merely string a set of core identity phrases together into a



sentence, since this would provide little value beyond the core identity. Instead, it provides a

slightly different perspective while still capturing much of what the brand stands for. The brand

essence can be viewed as the glue that holds the core identity elements together, or as the

hub of a wheel linked to all of the core identity elements.The brand essence should have

several characteristics; It should resonate with customers and drive the value proposition. It

should be ownable, providing differentiation from competitors that will persist through time. And

it should be compelling enough to energize and inspire the employees and partners of the

organization. (Even an understated essence such as “It simply works better” or “Take a

differentFIGURE 2-3Virgin Brand IdentityBrand essence• IconoclasmCore identity• Service

qualityConsistent best-of-category quality delivered with humor and flair.• InnovationFirst with

truly innovative, value-added features and services.• Fun and entertainmentA fun and

entertaining company.• Value for moneyProvide value in all its offerings, never just the high-

priced option.Extended identity• UnderdogFighting the established bureaucratic firm with new

creative offerings.• Personality• Flaunts the rules.• Sense of humor, even outrageous.•

Underdog, willing to attack the establishment.• Competent, always does a good job, high

standards.• Virgin symbols• Branson and his perceived lifestyle.• Virgin blimp.• Virgin script

logo.Value proposition• Functional benefits• A value offering with quality, plus innovative extras

delivered with flair and humor.• Emotional benefits• Pride in linking to the underdog with an

attitude.• Fun, good times.• Self-expressive benefits• Willingness to go against the

establishment, to be a bit outrageous.Relationship• Customers are fun companions.forent

road,” however, can be inspirational to those who take it seriously and recognize its

challenge.)Strong brand essence statements usually have multiple interpretations that make

them more effective. For Nike the brand essence might be “Excelling,” which could encompass

such diverse components of the Nike identity as technology, top athletes, aggressive

personalities, the track shoe heritage, and subbrands like Air Jordan, as well as customers who

strive to excel. For American Express, “Do more” expresses the thrust of the organization that

walks the extra mile, a product set that offers more than competitors, and a customer base that

is not satisfied with a conventional, lifestyle but engages in more and different activities.BRAND

ESSENCE VERSUS TAGLINEThe brand essence is distinct from a tagline. When searching for

a brand essence, it is counterproductive to evaluate candidates on whether they would make a

good tagline. A brand essence represents the identity, and one of its key functions is to

communicate and energize those inside the organization. In sharp contrast, the tagline

represents the brand position (or communication goals), and its function is to communicate

with the external audience. A brand essence should be timeless or at least expected to be

relevant for a long time period, while a tagline may have a limited life. Further, a brand essence

is likely to be relevant across markets and products, whereas a tagline is more likely to have a

confined arena. Though it might seem efficient to have a brand essence statement that also

functions as a tagline, insisting that statement candidates meet both criteria is diverting at best

(and counterproductive at worst).The IBM brand essence, (“Magic you can trust”) captures the

aspi-rational aspect of their products and service, combined with the trust generated by the

company’s heritage, size, and competence. Because of its varied markets, however, IBM uses

several taglines: “Solutions for a small planet” is relevant for a customer seeking solutions and

inspiring to those with a global vision, while “E-Business” positions IBM as the dominant choice

for those seeking help with e-commerce. Sony’s brand essence (“Digital dream kids”) captures

the core identity of Sony well but is not being used as a tagline, while “My Sony” is far removed

from the essence but works as a tagline for a specific part of the Sony business. Hellmann’s

(Best Foods) Mayonnaise uses the essence statement “Simple goodness with a dash of



indulgence,” which is richer than the tagline “Bring out the best.”Among the host of taglines that

would not be appropriate for a brand essence statement are the following:Do you Yahoo?

Moving at the speed of business (UPS)Did somebody say McDonald’s?Like a rock (Chevy

Trucks)On the road of life there are passengers and drivers: Drivers wanted

(Volkswagen)WHAT THE BRAND IS VERSUS WHAT THE BRAND DOESA host of decisions

need to be made about the brand essence: Should it focus on owned associations (Volvo—the

practical, safe car) or should it be aspirational (Volvo—the stylish car)? Should it be

understated (Compaq—it simply works better) or based on a dream (Compaq—enriches your

life)? A key choice, however, is whether the essence will focus on what the brand is or on what

it does for customers. Does it draw on a rational appeal that emphasizes functional benefits

(Mercedes delivers quality and reliability), or does it stimulate feelings that connect to the

brand (Mercedes is success)?A brand essence that draws on a meaningful functional benefit

will attempt to own the relevant product attribute. Such an association can provide a significant

sustainable advantage, but it can also be limiting in that it tends to put a box around the brand.

For this reason, one common brand strategy is to evolve a brand from a product-oriented

essence to a more general one. A brand essence that is based on emotional and self-

expressive benefits provides a higher-order basis for relationships. It also can be less

vulnerable to product-related changes and more easily applied to new contexts.What the brand

is—functional benefitsWV: “German engineering”BMW: “The ultimate driving machine”Abbey

National Bank: “A special kind of security”Xerox: “The digital document company”3M:

“Innovation”Banana Republic; “Casual luxury”Compaq: “Better answers”Lexus: “Without

compromise”What the brand does—emotional and self-expressive benefitsAmerican Express:

“Do more”Pepsi: “The Pepsi generation”HP; “Expanding possibilities”Apple; “The power to be

your best” (or “Think different”)Sony: “Digital dream kids”Schlumberger; “The passion of

excellence”Nike; “Excelling”Microsoft; “Help people realize their potential” (or “Where do you

want to go today?”)THE VALUE PROPOSITION AND THE CUSTOMER-BRAND

RELATIONSHIPThe brand identity system includes the value proposition, which is created by

the brand identity. In addition to functional benefits, the value proposition can include emotional

and self-expressive benefits.An emotional benefit relates to the ability of the brand to make the

buyer or user of a brand feel something during the purchase process or use experience. The

strongest identities often include emotional benefits, such as the way a customer feels safe in a

Volvo, important when shopping at Nordstrom, warm when buying or reading a Hallmark card,

or strong and rugged when wearing Levi’s.
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T. Mackey, “Good read. Good read. Great book to have an read if you are a marketing person,

entrepreneur or looking to be promoted within your company in branding, strategic planning or

marketing.”

Kenneth H. Fisher, “brand strategy. I do brand strategy and this has provided some truly

valuable industry insights; in fact it was respected as the marketing bible at one of the

advertising agencies I worked.”

Berker PANDIR, “Awesome. Definitely worth reading. Even though some examples could be

old, they are still inspiring. A must-read source of branding related issues.”

Sarita T. Finnie, “Great book, if you have the time. I'll save you some effort. Read the first five

chapters of this book and stop. Aaker is the king of brand equity and successful strategies for

organizing and developing brands but he also has a knack for being a bit long-winded.Don't

get me wrong. The guy's a genius and the world of marketing is much the better for having him

(and Joachimsthaler) around. However, in Management Communications at Business School

they teach you to know your audience. There's a reason most business books are 160-220

pages. Business leaders don't have time to spend 12-15 hours reading texts. Aaker ignores

this fact when offering the 330-page "Brand Leadership."That being said it's a great book for

the frameworks and approaches it provides. Aaker truly is one of the elite few that really rises

above the clutter in offering marketing insights to today's manager. Unfortunately like Michael

Porter with Strategy, he feels that this level of insight affords the right to pontificate beyond the

attention span of most managers.His theories on brand identity, brand architecture, and brand

equity are invaluable though and for this reason the book is well worth the money and time.

Particularly outstanding is the chapter on Brand Architecture which provides a stark contrast

to the "focus" theories of Ries & Trout.Shortcuts:Chapter 6 -- Discusses Nike-Adidas market

dynamics. Least interesting chapter in the book.Chapter 7 -- Addresses sponsorships and is

fairly interesting and useful for today's marketing manager. If you really enjoy Chapter's 1-5

then give 7 a go as well.Chapter 8 -- If you recognize the names Fast Company, Business 2.0,

Red Herring, or The Industry Standard, this chapter on the role of webs in building brands is

not neccesary.Chapter 9 -- Pretty good chapter on building brands beyond advertising, but

only if you have a couple hours to spare. By the end of the book this chapter felt like miles



16-25 of a marathon.Chapter 10 -- Read "The Lure of Global Brands" from the 12/99 Harvard

Business Review as a substitute. More condensed and effective.Five star (and then some)

book if edited down to 200 pages.”

Sarah Kimmel, “Not for the faint of heart. At the core of this book is the notion that we must

move from tactical to strategic brand management. Meaning, that in future brand strategies will

be more aligned with the company's core strategy and culture instead of reactionary towards

competition and the market. You shouldn't promise what you can't deliver, say the authors.

Therefore, it only makes sense to tie in your branding to your strategic vision: the value your

company as a whole delivers. This book seeks to move brand management from a local to a

global focus, to get brand management aligned and integrated with the strategy of the

company as a whole.The scope of this work is broad and its style can be intimidating and

academic.  There's real value here, but you'll have to work for it.”

V. Holmes, “A Solid Foundation for Developing New Brands. Brand Leadership could be

described as an extension of the ideas that Aaker began to formulate in Building Strong

Brands. The addition that I found most useful is the inclusion of brand essence within his

revised model of the Brand Identity System. Aaker's BIS offers a clear method for developing

and managing brand associations according to meaningful categories.The reason that

essence (in so far as Aaker explains it) seems valuable is because it takes into account the

brand's relation to those within the organisation. Authors like Nicholas Ind have also done a

good job of advancing such ideas, but Aaker's approach still makes sense to me because it is

simple and internal branding is not abstracted from the customer facing brand

strategy.Obviously the market has transitioned since the publication of this work, much of

which relates to changing trends in social media underpinned by the internet. Nonetheless,

Brand Leadership offers a solid foundation based on the well thought through research of a

man who can only but be described as one of the leading thinkers in the branding world. The

book also provides a good strategic method, particularly if you are trying to develop a new

brand. I have found that clients who are not too familiar with brand development processes

always respond favorably to the clarity that Aaker's model offers particularly since links

between the business and brand strategy can be made so effectively.Before reading Brand

Leadership, I read 

  

Strategic Market Management (Strategic Market Managment)

  

  

. Personally I found that this book helped me understand the relationship between business

and brand strategy more clearly and again it offers a clear working model.”

Rolf Dobelli, “Insightful!. David A. Aaker and Erich Joachimsthaler flex their marketing muscles



in this exhaustive treatise on global brand creation. But although the authors clearly know an

enormous amount about building the perfect branding campaign, their book suffers from a

patina of academia that makes it read like a textbook. The book has a multitude of marketing

insights to offer and it cites plenty of real-life business examples, so we at getAbstract think

you'll gain much by sticking with it if you are in marketing or public relations. But the next time

the authors expound on their methods for making products memorable, accessible and

likeable, we hope they spare a tender thought for their own worthy book.”

Joanna Stevenson, “Five Stars. Great product and arrived on time, thank you!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book!. Great book, a great insight into brand leadership!”

Mr M., “One of the authors of good marketing practise.. Great to read such a solid and

insightful book on the foundations of good marketing.”

Nic, “Five Stars. excellent”

The book by Erich Joachimsthaler has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 41 people have provided

feedback.
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